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The clear need for sustainable business
Environmental challenges require businesses to act
Climate change
“The cost of inaction becomes clearer
every day…”

Resource scarcity
As wealth increases, C02-footprint and
waste production goes up…

•

Melting of ice and the rising of the
seas results in flooding and
erosion of coastal and low lying
areas.

•

Extreme weather causing floods
and decreasing water quality.

1,5x

•

Globally effecting all regions, both
rural and urban.

2,5x

•

Introducing risks for human
health, society, economy and
wildlife.

4x

“…so we have no time to delay.”
Ban Ki Moon, closing of COP 21

Current resource consumption compared to
the earth’s regenerative capacity differs by
region

…pushing global consumption beyond
regenerative capacity.
WWF, 2014

Water distress
Water stress and flood risk pose the
challenge…

•

Projected 2% annual demand
growth for freshwater will lead to
serious constraints.

•

One out of two countries is prone
to water stress.

•

Flood-prone zones need better
protection.

…and given demand and urgency will
continue to gain increasing attention.
ING, 2015
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Sustainable business is better business
Opportunities come up across sectors and clients

Resource and
material efficiency

Sustainable businesses outperform their peers
“72% of the investors believe companies with good environmental, social and governance
practices can achieve higher profitability.”

Resource efficient producers achieve 33% higher
returns than their less resource-efficient rivals

“And have better stock market and accounting performance and lower cost of capital.“
Morgan Stanley, 2016

Green financing

Circular Economy

“The value at stake from sustainability issues can be as high as 25 to 70 percent
of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortisation.”

Demand for Social Responsible Investments is
increasing, yielding in total US $ 60trn of assets
under management in 2015

The circular economy could be worth as much
as US $ 700bn in consumer goods material
savings

McKinsey, 2014

“Some organisations pursue sustainability out of pragmatism, some out of idealism. But
regardless of their motivation, they have consistently generated above-average growth
rates and profit margins.”
Harvard, 2013

Source: Allen Macarthur, 2015

Climate finance

“Firms that adopt responsible social and environmental practices have lower
financial volatility, higher sales growth, and higher chances of survival.”

Climate change needs US $ 16.5tr of funding if
countries are to meet their pledges to cut
carbon emissions

Strategic Mgmt Journal, 2015

Source: IEA, 2015

Energy Efficiency

Since 1990, the cumulative monetary value for
the avoided consumption in IEA countries
reached US $ 5.7 trillion. More than the annual
GDP of either Japan or Germany

Update from Credit Rating Agencies
“… we share a common vision to enhance systematic and transparent
consideration of ESG factors in the assessment of creditworthiness.1”
Statement on ESG in Credit Ratings, PRI, 2016

1. Note: 100 investors managing US$16 trillion of assets, and six credit rating agencies have signed a Statement on ESG in credit ratings.
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Sustainability at the core

Financing sustainable transitions
A comprehensive strategy directing the shift to a sustainable economy

Sustainability at
the core

• ING recognises its responsibility in the transition towards
a sustainable economy. ING is servicing 34 million
customers worldwide and via them we can improve the
environmental impact on society.

Sustainable Transitions Financed (in billion EUR)
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• ING launched its Sustainability Direction 2014-2017 to
drive sustainable progress. The direction puts emphasis
on two central themes: financial empowerment and
sustainable transitions.
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• In our Sustainable Finance programme we identify and
help our clients with their transition towards sustainable
business. Efforts are reported by means of total
Sustainable Transitions Financed (STF). In 2016 STF
amount to € 34.3bn, of which € 14.3bn of financing to
Sustainable assets and € 20bn to Sustainable clients
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Groenbank
Sustainable real estate

Renewable energy
Other projects

Sustainable assets

*Reporting on Sustainable Clients started 2014, hence a significant increase is shown between 2013 - 2014
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Leading the pack on Sustainable Finance
Our performance recognised by experts and public
ING is fifth in the 2017 list of world’s 100 most sustainable corporations. The ranking
is done by Corporate Knights, the world’s largest magazine focused on sustainability
and responsible business. The Global 100, is unveiled each year at the World
Economic Forum annual meeting in Davos, Switzerland.
ING was named to CDP’s ‘Climate A-list’, ranked in the top 9% of thousands of
companies, leading on climate change action (2016), receiving the highest possible
score, and recognized with a Euronext/CDP Leadership Award for outstanding
environmental disclosure.
ING is classified as Industry Leader by Sustainalytics. Of a peer group of 395 publicly
listed banks, ING ranks 1st on corporate sustainability and ESG performance.
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ING is included year after year in the DJSI. While the industry average score is 61, ING
scores 90 out of 100 in the 2016 annual review.
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ING was awarded a score of C and classified as ‘Prime’ putting ING in place 10 out of
292 companies rated by oekom research in the Financials/Commercial Banks and
Capital Markets sector.

“[…] ING has
committed to allocate
at least 20 per cent of
the proceeds from the
issuance of a five-year
EUR 500 million and
three-year US $800
million green bond to
fund new projects,
including for
resilience.”

“ING jointly launches
‘Positive Impact
Manifesto’ for
transition to an
inclusive green
economy.”
The manifesto calls for
an impact-based
approach to banking,
offering a bold and
innovative vision of
the banking sector’s
central role in
achieving sustainable
development.

Ban Ki-moon speaks of
ING’s Green bond

UNEP FI – Positive Impact
Manifesto

Dec 2015

October 2015

Source: www.un.org & ING.com

ING was awarded two major awards by Environmental Finance “Bond of the Year
(Bank)” and “Biggest Issuer (Bank)”
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Thought leadership and innovation
Circular Economy

•

Deep research in Circular Economy. From
‘take, make and dispose’…. to ‘reduce, reuse
and recycle’, and From assets to access

•

ING joins the leading circular economy
platform Ellen MacArthur Foundation as
CE100 member

•

Actively look into funding opportunities
together with our clients

Water distress

Energy transition

•

We have an intensive and diverse energy
portfolio incl. renewable energy

•

With our lending experts cross different sectors,
ING is actively looking into sector initiatives and
opportunities

•

3 on-going discussions on battery storage, and 2
deals done in the field of Electric vehicle (VDL &
EBUSCO)

•

Virtual Team to focus on varies areas within the
topic

•

Deep research in Water. (upcoming report)

•

Internal event, client discussions &
roundtables

Electric car threatens European car
industry
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ING Goes Beyond Traditional Banking
ING will only offer new financing for office buildings in the
Netherlands that meet the requirements for a “green” energy label
after 2017.
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Sustainable App
& BREEAM /
Energy scan

100%
finance

2
With a 5% higher
LTV for sustainable
buildings we will be
able to finance your
sustainable
investment with a
100% loan.

0,5%
discount

Subsidy
advice

We invested in Spanish fintech
Fintonic, whose app aggregates
transactions across banks and
provides financial advice to empower
customers in their financial planning
and decision-making.
ING has around 100 fintech
partnerships at the moment.

•

Free
certificate
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We help our clients with
obtaining subsidies for
energy saving measures
and investments in a
sustainable building.

Papayagogo: Turning products into sustainable services via pay as
you go financing.
•

Papayagogo deals with the upfront investment for buying products either with
cash or taking out a loan while making sure that the products are well serviced
as long as they are used by the customers.

•

Asset management takes place on Papayagogo’s balance sheet rather than
their customers’.

•

ING is currently funding Papayagogo to develop IT systems for customers to
become integrated to the system.

•

•

•

•

Our Yolt app was made available to
the UK public, with thousands
currently testing this convenient
aggregation tool.
It is our money management tool,
developed in–house, moving
customers one step closer to open
banking/new ways of managing
money.
Yolt will also offer users the ability to
take action on e.g. saving on their
energy bill.

Sustainable Finance Collective Asia (SFC Asia) Overview
Description

•

Online platform aiming to
accelerate the funding of
sustainability proposals

•

Access to a range of capital
including debt, equity and/or
mezzanine. Blended finance

•

Open to corporations
operating in Asia

The Funding Panel and the Expert Panel

Funding Panel
members

1

Free EPA-U certificate
when measures
undertaken result in
an A, B or C certificate

Expert Panel
members

New buildings and investments to
improve buildings
Investments for improvements of
specific areas which leads to energy
reduction e.g. solar panels and LED
light plans

Free BREEAM / Energy
scan for energy savings >
€ 15.000

ING has around 100 fintech partnerships at the moment.
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Sustainable product innovation

Diverse Sustainable Financing Solution Offering
• With our strong sustainability track record, ING is the preferred partner to support our clients to strengthen their sustainability profile
• In depth sustainability expertise on “green” finance, sector developments and innovation enables ING to support clients to be a step ahead

Sustainability
Improvement Loan
The loan that can be used for
general corporate purposes links
the interest margin to the
improvement of the client’s
external ESG score on
environmental, social and
corporate governance

Sustainable Trade
Receivables Purchasing
Programme (TRPP)
Comparable to the Green Loan,
the pre-financed liquidity under
a TRPP can be allocated to
financing specific sustainable
projects or a ‘green’ project
portfolio

Green Loan
A Green Loan is a corporate loan
where the use of proceeds is
linked specifically to sustainable
projects, green product
development or a ‘green’ project
portfolio of the client

Sustainable Supply
Chain Finance
To strengnthen the supplier base
of our clients we offer
sustainable suppliers benefiits
under our supply chain finance
program

Green and Social Bonds

Circular Product as a
Service (PaaS)

Debt capital markets instruments
(bond, Schuldschein,
securitization), of which the
proceeds are used to finance
green or social projects ans
defined in a green bond
framwork

Product as a Service is the most
challenging and impactful
business model in the Circular
Economy. ING offers innovative
financing solutions to transition
from ‘take, make and dispose’ to
‘reduce, reuse and recycle’ and
new sustainable business
models

Sustainable Investment

Green Lending

Innovations in Sustainability can
encouter challenges in obtaining
finance. Risk bearing capital
dedicated to Enery Transition,
Ciruclar Economy and Water
supports in scale-up
opportunities and access to
funding

Asset based lending (project
finance) on non-recourse basis
and with known use of proceeds
to finance the construction,
development and operation of
sustainable projects such as
windfarms, solar and water
projects
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First Sustainalytics linked syndicated RCF (I)
ING acts as Sustainability Coordinator for Royal Philips’ corporate revolving credit facility,
supporting Philips in pursuing its ‘healthy People, sustainable planet’ strategy

 Industry leader in sustainability
 5-year sustainability program ‘healthy people,
sustainable planet’ launched 2016,
goals until 2020:
 carbon neutral operations
 grow Green Revenues to 70% of sales, and
 15% of revenues driven by circular
economy-driven propositions






Industry leader in sustainability
Carbon neutral since 2007
Accelerating sustainable business innovation
Developing new sustainable finance models

 Independent ESG and corporate governance
research firm with >25 years of experience
 >300 staff, 15 offices providing local market
knowledge
 Covering exchange listed companies globally
 Serving >350 institutional investors from 22
countries

Features of Sustainalytics linked syndicated RCF
•

Available for Philips’ general corporate purposes, replacing the existing syndicated RCF

•

EUR 1bn volume, 5+1+1 years tenor

•

Pricing linked to Sustainalytics ESG rating – if the rating goes up, margin goes down and vice versa

•

International consortium of 16 banks: ING, ABN AMRO, Bank of America, BNP Paribas, BTMU, Citi, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, HSBC,
ICBC, JPMorgan, Mizuho, Morgan Stanley, Rabo, Societe Generale, UBS

•

ING is the Sustainability Coordinator of the Facility

“… [as part of] our ambitious ‘healthy people, sustainable planet’ program last year, we are now able to link the interest rate structure of our
new Revolving Credit Facility to our sustainability performance. […] This underlines our commitment to sustainability as an integral part of
how we do business.”
Abhijit Bhattacharya, CFO of Royal Philips, Press Release (19 April 2017)
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Sustainable Finance Collective Asia (SFC Asia) Overview

• Access to a range of capital
including debt, equity and/or
mezzanine. Blended finance
• Open to corporations operating
in Asia

Funding Panel
members

• Online platform aiming to
accelerate the funding of
sustainability proposals

The Funding Panel and the Expert Panel

Expert Panel
members

Description

Please visit www.sfc-asia.com
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Product-as-a-Service, is compared to
other circular business models:

Key financial implications
Balance
Sheet
extension

Working
capital need
Cash flow
management

Most profitable

Most circular

Most incentivizing

Product-as-aService
business model
Most sustainable Most innovative Most challenging

Higher credit
risk

(residual)
Valuation

Accounting
and reporting

Most financing

Most assets
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Thank you for your attention

